
The FSE “English-based Undergraduate Program AO Admission for September 2024 Entry”  
The notice for Grace Period for Applicants who take Taiwan GSAT (学測)  

or Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level 
 

 

Due that the result of the GSAT/ Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level will be released after February 15 2024, 

the Faculty of Science and Engineering will extend the application period for those who are high school 

students at the time of application and planning to submit the GSAT/ Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level scores 

for their screening materials. Please carefully read through the following instructions and submit all the 

necessary documents by the designated deadlines. 

 

 

[STEP1] 

Please submit your application documents EXCEPT the result of GSAT/ Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level 

during the Regular Application period. If your application documents do not arrive during the application 

period, your application will be considered invalid. 

 

* Applicants must complete the online application by clicking “Submit” button. Follow the instruction on “TAO” 

 

1. Login to “TAO”. 

2. At “Standardized Test Score” section, choose “I can submit my Standardized Test Scores for all required 

subjects.” 

3. Check on “Taiwan GSAT”/ “Singapore A-level”. 

4. Select the year (2024) you will take the test from the pull-down menu of "test taken year". 

Even if the test was conducted in 2023, please select the year 2024 if the test result is released in 2024. 

5. Check “I will submit the score report by March 7, 2024 by the designate form（qualtrics）.” 

(https://wasedaunivcampus.au1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1XDB2s2SyNTLyXs) 

 

[STEP2] 

Please send your GSAT/ Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level scores by the designate form（qualtrics）, as soon 

as you receive the result from the College Entrance Examination Center/Singapore Examinations and 

Assessment Board. Your GSAT / Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level scores must submit by March 7, 2024. 

* You can only submit English version of the GSAT scores. 

* In case your GSAT/ Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level scores do not submit by the deadline, we will not 

evaluate your GSAT/ Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level scores for the screening. 

  

 

[STEP3] 

Your screening result will be announced as scheduled. 

 

  

 

 

 


